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Abstract

Nowadays, Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks have gained increasing popularity and have been a major factor in a number of massive cyber-attacks. It could easily exhaust the computing and communicating resources of a victim within a short period of time. Therefore, we have to find the method to detect and prevent the DDoS attack. Recently, there have been some researches that provide the methods to resolve above problem, but it still gets some limitations such as low performance of detecting and preventing, scope of method, most of them just use on cloud server instead of network, and the reliability in the network. In this paper, we propose solutions for (1) handling multiple DDoS attacks from multiple IP address and (2) handling the suspicious attacks in the network. For the first solution, we assume that there are multiple attacks from many sources at a times, it should be handled to avoid the conflict when we setup the preventing rule to switches. In the other, there are many attacks traffic with the low volume and same destination address. Although the traffic at each node is not much, the traffic at the destination is much more. So it is hard to detect that suspicious traffic with the sampling based method at each node, our method reroute the traffic to another server and make the analysis to check it deeply.
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1. Introduction

DDoS attack is one of the main challenges of Internet Security today. DDoS can make the victim to be flooded by sending large amount of traffic. It drains out of the computing and communicating resource of victim in a short of period time. Most of attackers exploit the error of services or protocol such as NTP, SSDP, and DNS to deploy an attack. There are several attacks that use NTP protocol to increase the traffic up to 400Gbps from many sources [1] [2].

Within the growing of network devices, the connection becomes more complicated. Since the network consist of heterogeneous devices, it require an enormous number of services and protocol in communication such as network time, identity and services discovery to help those devices synchronize and cooperate smoothly. These services and protocols may be vulnerable to attack. Although the devices make a low volume of request, many devices will generate a big volume request at the same destination. All of them reach to the security in the network.

This paper is primarily concern with how to handle multiple attacks from many IP addresses and how to resolve the suspicious traffics in the network. For the first problem, we use a table to mark the flows which setup to switch. It can handle multiple attack events coming and avoid the conflict rule in the switches. For the other, we reroute the suspicious traffic to another server to make the analysis deeply.

2. Related Work

Recently, there had been many researches that use SDN to create the defense mechanism for DDoS attack. Some of them have been published such as [3] [4] [5]. In [3], they optimize an artificial neural network (ANN)-based classifier to detect anomalies in flow traffic. The result look at high degree of accuracy, but it still loses important information in process of sampling. So they propose a sampling method to improve the performance of flow-based anomaly detection in sampled traffic. The detection rate improve by about 5% by using that method. In [4] present an adaptive, feature aware sampling technique that reduces the loss of information bounded with the sampling process, thus minimizing the decrease of anomaly detection efficiency. In [5], the author provides an architecture named FlowTrApp, which base on SDN to detect and mitigate DDoS attack on DataCenter. FlowTrApp bases on the application that use L7 constraint to detect and mitigate the DDoS attack for web application.
In general, to detect the DDoS in the network, we had to use Intrusion Detection System (IDS) such as Snort to analyze the traffic and find out the abnormal ones. There are two important methods that is almost use in IDS, these are sampling based method and full scan based method.

In the sampling based method, the traffic going through gateway must be sampled before forwarding to the IDS system [7]. The architecture of the sampling based method for detection system is depicted in Figure 1. The system have two big modules, first one is SDN Enable Secure IoT Gateway and SDN Based Attack Detection/Prevention module [6]. Each gateway in the network is attached with a sampling agent whose job is to collect traffic samples and send to the Flow Monitor. The Flow Monitor processes the collected traffic samples and converts the data into a readable format for the Attack Detector. Then the Attack Detector analyzed the data to recognize ongoing attack based on the predefined detection rules. If an attack is detected, an event will be created to store information of the attack into database. The preventing application will periodically check the database and get the information of the new attack. Based on that information, the preventing application will inform the SDN Flow Controller to install defending rules on the gateway to block the attacking traffics. These defending rules are temporary and they will be kept in flow table of the gateway for 20 seconds before being removed.

In the full scan based method, all traffic going through the gateway must be forward to the IDS system to be analyzed. If an attack is detected, the IDS system informs the controller to deploy defending rules in each gateway to block the malicious traffic. The advantage of the full scan based method is that it has high accuracy and is able to detect the abnormal traffic which is not significantly larger than the normal traffic. The full scan based method is also easy to implement and does not require much additional component to select and sample the traffic. However, this method has a downside that it causes significant overhead to the IDS system at high traffic. Therefore, the full scan based method should only be applied when the total traffic is not too high and the amount of abnormal traffic is a small portion of it.

The advantage of the sampling based method is that it significantly reduces the overhead for IDS system. However, a big disadvantage of this method is that the accuracy of the IDS system is depended on the sampling rate. At a slow sampling rate, it is likely that the IDS system will miss the suspicious traffic; furthermore, the sampling based method also needs a sampling module to sample the traffic, hence it requires more complicated implementation. Therefore, the sampling based method is usually applied at the gateway closer to the victim because the attacking traffic through the gateway is significantly larger than normal traffic of IoT devices.

In this paper, we propose solution to handling the multiple attacks from many sources and resolve the suspicious attack in the network. For handling multiple attacks, we build an application that is integrated to IDS to analyze the attack events, and generate the preventing rule to block the attack traffic. In IDS, we use sFlow to sampling the traffic and send these samples to analyzer machine. In here, we use the Snort rule to detect the attack traffic and store these events into MySQL by using Barnyard. The application gathers information of events from database and network topology from the controller, and generates the preventing rules. We use a table to store the existing rule in the switches. After check the existing, these rules will be set to switches through OpenDayLight Beryllium API. In addition, with the suspicious packet, it is hard to detect by the sampling based method. We propose the rerouting solution to handle the suspicious traffic on the network. It will be reroute to another server, and make a full scan to check deeply. In the rest of paper, we discuss the solution in section 3. In section 4, we show the evaluation for the system, and we make the conclusion in section 5.

3. Solution for handling the DDoS attack

3.1 Handling multiple attack

In the reality, an attack may start from many source, it means that many devices make an attack to victim. In our
system, the Snort may detect many attack events in a short of period time. It requires the preventing application must handle all the events in the database.

Our application provides a buffered list to store a large of data reading from database and an existing rule table to check the existing flow before setting to switch. This table which shows in Table 1 will be updated when we setup a new rule to switch or delete a rule from switch. The table includes timestamp to mark the setup time, ruleid is the ID of setup rule, switchid is the id of switch, src_ip and dest_ip are the source IP and destination IP collected from Event Database. For each event in the list, we check the existing rule in the table by isExistRule function.

Algorithm 1 shows the flow of detecting and preventing of attack traffic in our system. It includes several functions such as ruleMatching, importDatabase, getNewEventData, so on.

By this way, we can handle multiple attack events and remove the redundant rule before setup to switch. It helps reducing the conflict of rule in the switch as well as improving the performance of preventing.

3.2 Handling Suspicious Attacks

In many cases of attacks, attacker can fake the traffic that similar to the normal case, it is hard to detect the attack with sampling based method. In this case, we reroute the traffic to Analysis Server showed as Figure 2, and do the analysis with that traffic to check one more times. In this figure, there is a normal traffic from Host 5 and another abnormal traffic from Host 4. Both of them go through node Linux OVS 2, the abnormal traffic will be detected and rerouted to Analysis Server. Then we can use full scan based method to analyze the suspicious packet to find out the attack traffic deeply.

In case of full scan based method, we can take a look at detail to all the packets forwarded to Analysis Server. If the system detects an attack, it informs the controller to deploy preventing rules into each node in the network to block the malicious traffic. The advantage of the full scan based method is that it has high accuracy and is able to detect the abnormal traffic which is not significantly larger than the normal traffic. The full scan based method is also easy to implement and does not require much additional component to select and sample the traffic. However, this method has a disadvantage that it causes significant overhead to the IDS system at high traffic. But in case of suspicious, that is a good method to analyze the suspicious traffic. Because it is just the traffic coming from the nodes which detect the suspicious packet, it is too small enough to use full scan based method.

4. Evaluation

4.1 Attack Scenario

To examine the viable of multiple attack handling, we build a TEDbed with SDN to test the detecting ability of the system. The scenario in the Figure 4 show the multiple
attacks from many sources. In that, Host 2 and Host 4 make an attack to Host 3. Instead, Host 5 just made a normal request Host 3. In this scenario, we expect that our solution can detect the attacks from Host 2 and Host 4, generate the preventing rule for that hosts, and allow the normal traffic from Host 5.

4.2 Setup Tedbed

We build the tedbed based on SDN, it include SDN controller, two OpenvSwitch linux machines and four OpenvSwitch OpenWRT boards, five hosts (Host 1, Host 2, Host 3, Host 4, Host 5) showed as Figure 4. We use OpenDayLight Beryllium for controller, Snort as the Intrusion Detection System, and the sFlow-toolkits as the traffic sample collector. In each SDN-enabled gateway, there is one sFlow agent to help collecting traffic sample and send to sFlow-toolkits.

4.3 Detection Result

The result of detection showed in Figure 6 with the detailed information of attack traffic such as UDP protocol, source IP, source port, destination IP address 10.0.0.4, and destination port 1900. In the result, we can see two attack sources. These are 10.0.0.6 and 10.0.0.7 IP address. According to scenario, Host 5 with IP 10.0.0.8 is the normal request. In the result of detection, Snort does not detect Host 5 as the attack traffic, and in the Figure 5 Host 5 still make the ping request. It allows for the normal traffic to send and receiving the data in the network.

4.4 Prevention Result

The result of prevention showed in the Figure 3 with vertical is ifoutoctets of traffic, and horizontal is detection time. When having the attack, the line will be increased, the top of attack volume upto 300K. After detecting the attack, our system generates the preventing rule and setup to the switch. It drops the attack traffic, so the line go down, we can see it equal 0 at the place between two peak.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose solution to handling multiple attacks from many sources, and resolving suspicious attack. In addition, we build the tedbed based on SDN to evaluate our method for handling multiple attacks. The result shows at good for detecting and preventing ability of our system.

In the future work, we will implement the tedbed for resolving suspicious attack, and take a look at full scan based method to analyze the suspicious traffic in deeply.
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